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* = Response is required  

Please address these questions relative to course-level and program-level outcomes 
assessment. If you would like to attach supplemental documents, exit this form and use 
the "Attachments" button (bottom left-hand corner).  

* 1. What Outcomes/Courses were assessed in 2016/17?  

Education 200 and Education 203 courses were assessed. **Other courses in the program 

may have been assessed in their different departments, such as Math 201A, B and 212 in 
the Math Department, etc. Educ100 and 150 are assessed in the MT2C program. 

Department outcomes were assessed but continue to be reviewed as the needs for this 

program are changing. For example, due to the ADT course requirements, it was noted that 

Mesa lacked two of the required courses for this degree: Physical Science 105 and Geology 

120. These courses are being finalized and will be offered in Spring: 2018.  

* 2. What venues for discussion of outcomes assessment did your program have?  

Physical meetings between different departments have occurred. For example, a meeting 

between the Teacher Education manager and math department to discuss adding field 

experience activities to ongoing Tch Ed math classes since prospective teachers need more 
on site experience and the four year colleges are encouraging this change.  

Meetings of the Teacher Education Committee where current events are shared that directly 

impact course design and assessment techniques. For example, the California Credentialing 

Center (CTC) has been making changes in the Teacher Performance Standards. As soon as 

these TPS are finalized, changes will need to be made in Educ200 and possibly other 
courses in the ADT degree.  

  

* 3. What have these assessments revealed about your courses/program?  

That changes are needed. For example, currently Educ203 students are able to design their 

own field experience assignments. They can choose the school and teacher that fit their 

location and time needs. Both SDSU and USD are encouraging us to provide a more 

guideded experience. There is also a move to increase the 30 hour requirement to 45. 

However, students already struggle to find time to fulfill these 30 hours, and adding more 

will only increase this problem. Discussions are occuring with SDUSD that may result in paid 
volunteer work and evening or Saturday observations to help alleviate this problem. 



Another issue is counseling. There are so many changes occuring in the field, such as 

compressed credential programs, CSET waivers, revised Teacher Performance standards, 

etc. Although Mesa does have a designated counselor (Gabriel Adona) he is volunteering 

for this extra work. Mesa needs to institutionalize this type of counselinlg designation with 
stipends or release time for Tch Ed duties.  

* 4. What do you plan to do with these results? Next steps?  

Working with our partners: SDSU, USD, SDUSD, and possibly SDCOE, Mesa is developing a 

plan to improve its Teacher Education pathway so that students who wish to pursue this 
career are identied, contacted and helped to build an appropriate education plan. 

 The Tch Ed program is working to find K-12 schools that have classes on Saturdays 

or afternoons 

 The program is recommending that our designated counselor is offered release time 

or a stipend for specific Tch Ed advising 

 The program is recommending partnerships with new potential grants: a CalEd 

grant with SDCOE, another with other CC's in our region for the Educator's Future 

Project.... that will pay for mentors within our college who will contact and guide all 
future teacher candidates.  

* 5. Based on your assessments, have you identified any resource needs? Explain.  
There needs to be funding for the designated counselor position. The Teacher Education 

manager continues to need .2 release time with possible expansion of that time.   

* 6. What are your assessment plans (course/program) for 2017-18?  
The grants that our SDSU and USD partners are working on have detailed assessment 

requirements. Mesa will benefit from having access to these figures. In addition, it is 

planned to survey students in Teacher Education classes, as well as in math and science 

classes to better assess their needs.    

* 7. Are you on target with your assessment schedule?  
Yes  

If No, what plans do you have to get the assessment process on schedule?  
No answer specified  

8. Any other comments? (optional)  
No answer specified  


